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EDITORIAL 
 

Again personal events have run me over this 
winter and bulletin production should have 
been completed long ago, sorry but such is 
life. There are a few things to catch up on;  
Firstly the master tenant of the hall where our 
Auckland meetings are held has had its tenure 
extended for another five years, and proposed 
maintenance will now be carried out between 
meetings, hopefully with little disruption to 
users.  
Secondly, the library collection has again 
moved storage units in its existing facility. 
Ironically me are now back within a few 
meters of where we were nearly a year ago 
but we now have two smaller units for the 
same overall rate as our previous large unit. 
Collection culling of magazines and non 
related material will continue – there are only 
about 3 pallets loads to go through! 
Thirdly the AGM has been and gone with no 
change to the office holders and committee. 
For the AGM 2 valve set competition there 
were only two entries so the suggestion for 
next year is a simple test device construction 
project or similar – details to appear in the 
next bulletin, but if you have any other 
suggestions please let us know. The idea of a 
lottery winner did not have much appeal.   
Again we have been invited to participate in 
the annual SQCRA (International) Radio 
Restoration Competition – effectively a 
“basket case” restoration competition, judged 
by participating clubs and societies. We have 
done well in this previously but the number of 
NZVRS participants is relatively small.  If 
anyone is interested we will run this again for 
2015 however it does not seem worth 
including a flier to all members as the rules 
and guidelines appear the same as last year. 
See last year’s link for more details: 
www.nzvrs.pl.net/aaa/SQCRAcompMar14.pdf 

Contact us if you need more information. 
In this bulletin we have an obituary for 
Murray Dick, a rather clever and colourful 
Auckland member who will be missed. 
Finally many thanks to the excellent 
contributors who make the bulletin happen. 
Cheers, David 
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Obituary: Murray Dick – the guy who wore man-dresses! 

2 Sept 1939 – 15 July 2014 
It is with some regret we note the passing of Murray Dick, the 

'Serviceman Who Tells', transformer winder 'extraordinaire', 

maker of exceptional audio amplifiers and general 

knowledgeable person on things audio related.  Murray was a 

rather colourful person and several people have added to this 

obituary.  Firstly Graham Street – a former Akrad Waihi plant 

person had this to say: 

“Murray was brought up in Te Aroha in the Waikato. After 

Murray left Hamilton Technical College in December 1956, 

Murray commenced a radio engineering apprenticeship in 

January 1957 with Akrad Radio Corp, Waihi, later known as 

Pye Manufacturing. This was a couple of years before television manufacturing commenced so 

Murray received a solid training in the principles of audio & related products design and 

manufacturing. During his time in Waihi, Murray and a couple of other apprentices rented an 

old house which they named "The Ranch House". I believe this was because it stood on a large 

section of land - ideal for them to experiment with their pet projects of valve amplifiers, 

speaker boxes and vinyl records while not disturbing the neighbours. They had to be careful 

here as the neighbour behind their back boundary was the local police station. After 

completing his apprenticeship in Waihi, Murray, disliking the idea of time clocks (he wanted 

to start and stop work when he wanted to and not be controlled by a time clock) so on leaving 

Waihi Murray decided to go to Australia. There he could make some big money to help him 

pursue some opportunities on returning later to New Zealand. While in Sydney working for a 

very large service company, Murray found the range of skills he had learnt in Waihi was far 

superior to the local techs, he was able to fix any thing placed in front of him.  

Somewhere along the line Murray had purchased a vintage Buick car, and this was in another 

plan to drive the car to England. After Sydney, Murray headed to Mt Isa, first worked for a 

couple of repair shops, then deciding to go out on his own which was in his style of being 

independent. His Buick was off the road for a while in Mt Isa, no problem! Murray would then 

ride a bike with a tin of valves, tools and soldering iron to the customer, often spending an 

extra couple of hours with the customer having a cuppa or a beer. The heat would be so high in 

Mt Isa that customers would keep their crystal cartridges in the frig, only playing records at 

night. However Murray found ceramic cartridges stood the heat well so he had lots of 

customers wanting to change over. After the spell in Australia, Murray commenced his 

planned journey of driving the Buick to England via India. It was from India in June 1969 I 

received a 16 page letter from Murray - while he was recuperating from hepatitis in a Delhi 

hospital. The letter covered many highlights like changing the Buick big-end on the side of the 

road, running out of oil pressure, having to do a major rebuild in an Indian village, but all in a 

Murray style and ably getting plenty of help. His small side trip to Nepal was going to be 2 

weeks, but ended up 2 months as he enjoyed the life style of living with "Hippies" for a while. 

Travelling on over-crowded 3rd class Indian trains was exciting as well. After leaving hospital 

and then India, the next stop in the Buick was Tehran, Iran. Next, following the trail used by 

fellow adventurers, he eventually arrived in England. Murray worked in London as a service 

technician for Revox – reel-to-reel being another passion of his – recording FM radio 

broadcasts & the like. The Buick was later restored in England and sold. The funds helped him 

to set up shop back in Auckland, later. Arriving back in Auckland he rented at Upper Queen 

Street and from there he started servicing audio and radio products for Autel Appliances for the 

period 1975 to 1983, later moving to Archibald Rd, Kelston. It was in 1979 that Murray started 
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his Ecofan audio brand with his beloved 

12AU7/12AX7 with EL84's and 6L6's.   Murray liked 

his music and jazz, this can be seen by his postings on 

Facebook (Murray Dick) and on You Tube (mrmdick) 

to name a couple of his favourite sites plus his own 

website http://www.ecofansound.com Murray was 

colourful, extremely knowledgeable in audio and his 

other passions and achievements. He will be sadly 

missed by those who knew him.”      From Graham 

Street, Owen Young, et al.  
 

Pictured right is Murray in one of his 

“Man-dress” creations 
 

The following is a letter from Murray earlier this year; 

Hi David, (it used to be “Dear David”!) 

I decided to write a real letter as I reckon I spend far 

too much time on the Internet. (Note reused paper, 

consistent with “Ecology Forstie Sound.”  (Yes indeed - 

reverse sides included amp circuits, other 

correspondence and a subscription renewal form! Ed. )  

I really love Gerry’s lovely crystal sets! Maybe I would 

equal them, and do have some things collectable. It’s 

also a nice wee woodwork job, which I enjoy.  Still 

doing repairs, and a couple of old friends suddenly 

brought in Jukebox amps to do up – Wurlitzer and 

Rowe-Ami. Had to rewind both OPTs on the Rowe-Ami. Beautifully reproduced original 

workshop manual an inch thick. The Wurlitzer I just sorted is the original neon job with push-

pull 6L6s. They drag current through various electro-mag speakers depending on model. On 

those sensitive speakers they certainly rock out! Unique pickup with stylus driver vane near a 

coil to vary the tuning of oscillator in the amp, then FM detector. Wurlitzer! 

When you think of it, those days of mono, what were push-pull 6L6s etc used for? Not in 

domestic sets but for cinema amps and juke-boxes. Also PA of course.  

I spend a lot of time of course building my HiFi. More recognised overseas than here, but I 

think that is a not uncommon occurrence. Not only I, are building them, but I’ll have to forge 

on somewhat longer before becoming a millionaire. I have though established a brand known 

worldwide, highly respected as being non-bullshit which has always miffed a lot of the HiFi 

world!   My friend Paul Dounie, who builds harpsichords is building a Theremin. It’s the 

worlds first ever electronic (musical) instrument; 1920s. He’s not using battery valves, but 2.5 

volt ones, valves on display. He’s getting some globe Arcturus blue ones. That’s a good 

project! I wound the coils for him the other week. It’s basically two oscillators beating. There 

are two electrodes, the vertical one controls the pitch as you move closer or further away, and 

the left hand horizontal one controls the volume. You stop by grabbing it. There are famous 

people on YouTube playing them. They do sound like a human soprano.  [Also used in the 

signature tune of the TV series of Midsummer Murders. Ed]  

I’ve always taken photos, a folly so to speak and now I can publish them on the internet 

(Flicker “Murray Dick”) but when I decide to put up some of my slide collection (they are 

king! “If you can’t get it in the camera, you’re not a photographer”!) then my crappy slide to 

digital converter was horrible compared to the original. That’s on hold, but I guess the more 

you spend on one is the law of diminishing returns. A great fun which I am getting better at is 
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making videos at music concerts for my YouTube channel called Murray Dick. I get actual 

‘views’ and even ‘likes’! 

I seem to have been the only one to cover the Bollywood stage at the recent Diwali Festival of 

Light in Queen Street. I got three or four decent full length song clips. I always divine when to 

start, and keep steady for the whole song. You can use the stabiliser on YouTube though to 

remove camera shake. For the Bollywood stage I was close enough not to need it, but zooming 

form further away will magnify it. I did a good clip on the main stage with quite a lot of zoom 

from way back, but the stabiliser worked really well with it. Marvellous, modern technology! 

This is with my not expensive but relatively serious pocket Cannon camera. Smaller than a 

cigarette packet. I’ll be at quite a few music concerts with it this summer. Cheers, Murray 

PS: A Bloke rang the other day and reckoned I was a legend - “In my lunchtime”! 

PPS: I’m still taking slides on my Leica! 

PPPS: I even know a bloke who only takes glass plate photos! 
 

Below some of Murray’s Ecofan products: 
 
 

 
 

 

Above: Buffer and boost 

units 

 

Left: The Ecofam 100W 

 

Below: The Ecofan 6A3 
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Above: Inside one of  Murray’s “Boost It” units. 
 

 
 

Above: one of Murray’s earlier works. 
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Correspondence etc  
Amelia Earharts UFO? 
Very good magazine this quarter David.  Mark's article was very interesting, as was that 

amazingly complete Philco restoration.  However I was intrigued by Mark Thomson's article 

"Chasing Goliath" where a quite early UFO sighting by the 10 year old Amelia Earhart in 1907 

is reported.  I can only presume that is what it was, because the only planes flying that year 

were some clumsy Voisin biplanes and Santos Dumont's 14 bis (another box kite affair) and 

they were in France and could only do short straight hops.  It is not generally known that 

Wilbur and Orville Wright did not fly from late 1906 until mid 1908 at all. They were very 

secretive about their patent for lateral control (wing warping) and were concentrating all their 

efforts on selling their invention. Their earlier flights all took place (after 1903) at the Huffman 

Prairie (now Wright Patterson airbase) outside Dayton Ohio. 

The Wright's really got going again in mid 1908 when Wilbur went to Europe and Orville went 

to demonstrate the "flyer" to the US Army signal corps. As is well known he suffered the 

worlds first in flight crash killing his passenger Lt Selfridge, due to a propeller failure. He was 

out of action himself for several months. At about the same time the Aerial Experimental 

group led by Curtis and Alexander Graham Bell (and partially financed by the "Scientific 

American") began to fly their first aircraft, but these were not up to the Wright flyer standard 

until 1909.  So, if the article is correct, what young Amelia saw in 1907 was a classic UFO! 

Just so happens that early aviation is yet another of my interests and I just couldn't resist. In 

fact aviation was quite slow to get going in the USA and most people would not have seen an 

aircraft until at least 1910/11, and only if they went out of their way to do so. 

Regards Cliff Wright (no relative of the aviators) #206 

 

Mark replies: 

Mr Wrights UFO theory debunked? (Or can a Wright possibly be wrong?) 
Dear Ed & Cliff.   Cliff, thanks for your insightful observations re Amelia’s hallucinations and 

amazing UFO sighting all those years ago. Fascinating as that may be and though personally, I 

must bow to your superior aviation knowledge — its seems that the knowledge published 

world-wide on at least three Amelia Earhart Biographical information websites appears to 

place your own aviation “knowledge” under question.   

The ‘Official’ Amelia Earhart website, the site I used as a part of my research for my Bulletin 

article, stated that Amelia sighted her first aircraft at a local Fair in 1907, whilst other articles 

(below) state 1908 and yet another I have just read on line, again places that event in 1907.  I 

apologise if I am possibly one year in error in my Bulletin article Cliff, but I’ve good reason to 

believe I’m not.  All three websites I’ve seen state that either “A Fair” or specifically, “The 

Iowa State Fair” as being where Amelia (who lived in that state with family members at the 

time) saw her first Aircraft. (No, not a UFO Cliff)! These State Fairs were huge public events 

and UFO’s were not invited Hi!  So if the Wright Bros didn’t fly anywhere but Huffman 

Prairie in their earlier flights (after 1903) as you claim - then who was the pilot and what was 

the machine that Amelia Earhart undoubtedly witnessed in 1907/08.? 

From the Official Amelia Earhart website www.ameliaearhart.com  “Biography: When 10-

year-old Amelia Mary Earhart saw her first plane at a state fair, she was not impressed. "It was 

a thing of rusty wire and wood and looked not at all interesting." she dismissively said.  

From two other websites - the first of these (below) has a contradiction, in that it states 1907 

and then “…the next year, at the age of 10” (Note: Amelia was 11 years old in 1908); 

“Although there had been some missteps in his career up to that point, in 1907 Edwin Earhart's 

job as a claims officer for the Rock Island Railroad led to a transfer to Des Moines, Iowa. The 

next year, at the age of 10, Earhart saw her first aircraft at the Iowa State Fair in Des Moines.
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Her father tried to interest her and her sister in taking a flight.  One look at the rickety "flyer" 

was enough for Earhart, who promptly asked if they could go back to the merry-go-round.  She 

later described the biplane as "a thing of rusty wire and wood and not at all interesting".  

Yet another article below from the www; 

“----- Her father Edwin, was well-educated, but tended to the impractical; money just slipped 

through his fingers. His in-laws, the Otises, helped him out a lot (including taking care of 

Amelia), but Edwin's extravagance remained a problem. In 1908, he got a new job, with the 

Rock Island Railroad, which required him to move to Des Moines. Now, the arrangement with 

the Atchison grandparents was no longer feasible, so Amelia joined them in Iowa and saw her 

first airplane [described as a ‘biplane’] at the 1908 Iowa State Fair.  
 

Oh, and Amelia “bumping into” Frederick Stein in Downtown Aitchison” in 1922 was indeed 

“literary licence” taken by me as a way of informing those who didn’t know, that like Fred 

Stein, Amelia also once called Aitchison, Kansas her home.  
 

Grateful thanks to those who have phoned and complimented me on the article — so pleased 

you enjoyed it.  Kind Regards, Mark. 

 

Mark’s reply has been abbreviated – we are a vintage radio magazine after all!  

However I did find a reference to an “Air ship” at the Iowa State Fair in 1906 – this was 

covered in a series of post cards. See http://www.iowastatefairpostcards.com - So Amelia’s 

‘flyer’ (in 1907-8) could possibly even have been an airship (assuming such contraptions came 

back in the following years) – that’s almost a UFO! 

[Please consider the Amelia Earhart topic now closed - unless it is something more radio 

focused. Ed.] 

 

 
 
The Roy Knabenshue Airship, piloted by Charles K. Hamilton, made flights over the 

Iowa State Fairgrounds Aug 27-31, 1906. 
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Correspondence etc, cont. 
 

G/day David, I noticed that you mention a 

Hikers One sketch from SOS Radio. The 

first Hikers One was produced about 

1941/42 using a No 49 valve and was sold 

in a kit set or built up and sold in a 3 ply 

wood cabinet, the coil hand wound with 

32g wire on an inch & quarter former, 9v 

B battery & No 6 A battery. Not sure now, 

but I think it sold for 12/6 assembled, 

headphones extra. 

As a little additional background, the 

owner of SOS Radio, James Eckford 

formed Fountain Corp about 1947/8 as a 

wholesaler of radio parts which grew 

rapidly. I think it got too big for him to 

handle when he floated Fountain Corp on 

the Stock Exchange.  That’s when in my 

opinion he got into trouble & had to sell SOS Radio, I think to Tee Rad (Teevradio). The staff 

at SOS Radio were considered founding members of Fountain Corp. 

Regards John Christie. 

 
To the Editor, 

Once again a splendid Bulletin.  What a shame it can’t be published in full colour like the 

digital version. But I am very aware of the prohibitive costs involved.  Mark’s research into the 

Steinite story was a great effort. Thanks Mark.  Who could fail to be impressed with the skill 

and patience of Albert Smith and John Dodgshun in their restorations?  These articles should 

be required reading for aspiring restorers.  I have a question for John. He has managed to get 

the Philco chassis replated. There is a conception that as the aluminium coil cans are swaged 

into Philco’s steel chassis and electroplaters are reluctant to tackle them.  John has managed to 

overcome this difficulty.  Could he enlighten me please? 

And as befits a professional engineer, Reg Motion’s masterly presentation of Rutherford’s 

work is an absorbing read.   

David, in the last two Bulletins you have presented yourself with a couple of hard acts to 

follow.  John Stokes would have been proud the way his baby has grown up. 

Peter Lankshear 

[Kind words Peter, but the quality is really in the material produced by our members. Ed] 

John Dodgshun replies; 

Hi David, 

Thanks to Peter for his kind comments. I get great pleasure from restoring these beautiful old 

wirelesses.  

Using a wide bladed screwdriver I very carefully prized the swaging up far enough to allow the 

can to be removed. On replacement, I used a ball-peen hammer and slowly tapped the flange 

back into place. The result is certainly as tight as the original but it looks a little less tidy. Two 

photos attached. First is the model 18 & was the first one I did, second is the model 89 & I 

have improved considerably.  

Best regards, John 

[Sorry the difference is hard to see in these following pictures! Ed] 
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1920’s Selectra AC3 details wanted. 
 

From the original TradeMe listing: “This goes 

but it’s far from original inside. The exterior 

ebonised oak cabinet is original, as is the front 

panel and knobs. The words SELECTRA A.E.3 

De Lux is impressed into the front panel and the 

left hand knob has VOLUME under it. The 

cabinet is 560 mm long by 400 mm deep by 290 

mm high. Counting the feet . There is a wee bit 

of old borer in the back panel of the cabinet. The 

lift up lid on the top is original. The interior has 

another different much later radio installed which 

operates with the knobs. The speaker has been added at the back and holes drilled in the back 

panel. This radio originally would have had a horn like free standing speaker. None the less, 

even in its present order its rare to find anything of this vintage nowadays. Thanks to a member 

for the following. Hi Wayne, What a real classic!!-Wow!!--What you have here is one 1/2, of a 

very, very, rare NZ mftd wireless; Your Selectra (cabinet and Front panel anyway) was built by 

Selectra Radio Ltd here in Auckland in 1929,a short-lived Co for sure!. I think that the "E" in 

the Model # may possibly be a "C" would it? --IE: AC3 Deluxe? Trade Note: NUMBER IS 

A.E.3.....This Co was active between about late 1926 and 1930. Perhaps a watcher out there 

has a chassis with "Selectra" on it--if so--that'd be really great, Good Luck. Cheers, Mark. 
 

David 

We will reward someone with a satellite Freeview box if they can send us pictures of the 

chassis for this unit that we are told was told its quite rare....yes????? 

Cabinet is perfect ... but there is no original insides!   <peter@satlinknz.co.nz>  

Peter,  

Selectra Radio Limited were in action 1929 - 1931 located on the 1st Floor, Mercantile 

Chambers corner of Fort & Customs Sts. Tel: 40 398.  There is a picture of the Selectra AC3, 3 

valver dated 1929 on page 141 of More Golden Age of Radio by John Stokes. 
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AGM Two Valves Receiver #1417 from Peter Kofoed 
 

The 2 valve radio set project began construction late in production life with some design and 

layout decisions to be made in a hurried fashion as time was rapidly running out. 

Question; firstly why start from scratch?  On considering the options the choice of modifying 

and creating a 2 valve set out of an existing one valve set appealed most of all. The set in mind 

was lacquered in shellac and I thought looked the part, but it failed miserably in a previous 

hiker’s one competition of the May 2006 thereabouts. 

Remember those days? This particular event was very popular and attracted many wide and 

varied exhibits of one valve radios.  The most shambolic sets appeared to out perform the most 

perfect and good looking entries by a country mile. 

Back to the present, emphasis had to be on performance with the good looking visual aspects a 

distant second. If the ultimate set-up could drive high impedance headphones with seemingly 

lots of output in terms of loudness, a driven high impedance speaker with sufficient volume 

could be achievable. 

The terms of input signal within the competition rules seem that the competition sets would 

more than likely be connected directly to some form of dampening and attenuated output of an 

RF signal generator with a preset fixed constant figure in the place of an aerial. Performance of 

the radio set judged by the noisiest performer in practical terms could be the preferred entry. 

The choice of an existing set confirmed the general layout and I progressed with the setup to 

include an interfacing LF transformer and the addition of the second (V2) 49 valve for the 

output section. Fit out with adjustments and terminations of the new additions were now able 

to be completed.  On test and connected to a long length of aerial, the new 2 valve set appeared 

to meet the above performance conditions with ease with the station selection sensitive, 

cluttered and noisy. On decreasing the aerial length however the 2 valve radio set’s 

performance dropped off significantly.  

The rest is history, for some club reasoning the above radio set ended up on the winner’s 

rostrum. [This entry was drawn from the hat as the overall winner as per the entry guidelines. 

Ed]  
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Type 49 Valve Technical References and Filament Run Performance Notes: 

Measurements made on the type 49 valves described as a dual grid power amplifier with an 

amplification factor of Kaf = 4.7 and capable of an output of 0.17 Watts. 
 

Filament Voltage Vm = 2.0 volts @ Ic = 0.120 Amp.  Resistance Rhot = 16.67 Ohms. 

Filament Power absorbed (W = (I) squared x R); W= (2 x W) = 0.48 Watt. 

Filament Voltage Vr2 + 1.603M @ Ic2 = 0.10 amp.  Resistance R2hot = 16.03 Ohms.  

Actual filament Power absorbed; W= (2 x W2)= 0.32 Watt. 
 

Note: Savings are made in the "A" battery power of 0.16 Watt with the filament voltage 

decreased to run at 1.6 volts without any appreciable loss in audio output power. 
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Two Valve Home Made Radio AGM Competition Entry 

by Gerry Billman 
 

 
 

Rather than put together the usual two valve regenerative receiver I decided to attempt the 

construction of a two valve superheterodyne radio using components from my spare parts bins.  

After some thought, I chose these components: I selected a 6A8 valve and a Bell Colt 

broadcast oscillator coil for the RF/oscillator stage and a 6AQ5 valve for the detector/output 

stage. A 455 k/c IF transformer from a scrapped Columbus together with a tuning gang and an 

8 inch pm speaker out of another junker set were available plus assorted capacitors and 

resistors.  A basic power transformer was built with the usual HT transformer, 6.3v windings 

and a semiconductor bridge found to supply the B+.   A simple chassis was made out of a scrap 

sheet of aluminium and the transformer and gang etc. bolted in place.  

 

A simplified circuit was sketched as a starting point for the construction.  
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After experimenting with the layout 

and various circuit combinations the 

rest of the components were 

soldered in place.  The alignment of 

the IF transformer and oscillator 

coil etc. were all that was required 

the get this very basic radio 

receiving set working.  The 

selectivity was good however the 

sensitivity was poor and the set 

requires an outdoor antenna to 

receive the local broadcast stations.   

I found a picture of an attractive 

small cathedral radio on the net so I 

made a cabinet from scrap plywood 

based on that picture.  A friend 

made the small turned pillars and 

the speaker grill was made using a 

fret saw. The base mouldings were 

part of an old picture frame.  

 

Gerry’s entry was the judges’ 

choice ie tops in points, however 

despite heavy odds, it was not the 

final winner drawn from the hat. 

Note that this year’s competition 

was a lottery – so all entrants had a 

chance of winning. Ed 
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The underside secrets of Gerry’s set. 
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The New Zealand HRO Receiver – A Summary 
 

Known in New Zealand as the P&T Type 938 / 941 SWB series of 

Communications Receivers                                 By Phil McGechie 
 

In 1997 I compiled a short story on the New Zealand version of the National HRO 

communications receiver pointing out at the time that it was based on limited research and left 

a good number of questions unanswered. I now have some of those answers and have had the 

chance to examine several versions of this set as well as being able to study photos and data 

submitted by our members.  To print a finale on this part of NZ’s Radio Manufacturing will 

inevitably include repeats of items that have gone before but it is preferable, I think, to have 

this, than the necessity to refer back to earlier articles.   
 

The Business of Collier and Beale Ltd at 66 Ghuznee St  Wellington dates back to 1926 when 

Percy Collier, Radio Engineer and Gordon Beale, an accountant set it up.  As well as their 

Domestic Radio production they made communications equipment for NZ P&T Dept and other 

entities.  With war looming there was an awareness that our small Radio manufacturing 

industry was going to be hard pressed to meet the expected demand for communications 

equipment.  In the case of Collier and Beale production for NZ Government covered a wide 

range from Public Address systems for Railway Stations to High power Transmitters for 

overseas communications and later during the early 1940s included manufacture of Radar 

equipment for NZ Defence.   During the mid 1930s Collier and Beale in consultation with NZ 

P&T Dept [later NZ Post Office] produced the design for a communications receiver using 

some parts from The National Co of America.  The design of this receiver is attributed  largely 

to Gordon Pike and Percy Collier and it used a plug-in coil assembly for changing bands and 

the National PW 4  ganged Capacitor and  micrometer dial.  It was of similar size to the HRO 

and due to the use of the PW4 gang physical arrangement it used a similar parts layout. 

The name “The New Zealand HRO” is perhaps a little misleading but these sets are often 

referred to as such and with good reason, within their reduced specification these receivers 

have a comparable performance, and a quite similar appearance to the American HRO. 
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A note about the NZ P&T type numbering system at that time. Firstly, the reader should be 

aware that all receiving and transmitting equipment purchases were carried out by NZ P&T 

Dept, it being government wartime policy. This was regardless of who the end user was to be. 

NZ P&T Radio Section used a code for certain equipment where the type number first digits 

indicated the number of valves [tubes], the next digits indicated the year of first manufacture.  

Thus Receiver Type 941 is of 9 valves and was made in 1941, then followed a frequency band 

indicator which is in this case SWB meaning Short Wave Band, thus the complete item 

becomes “Receiver Type 941 SWB”.  Now before anyone tells me they have found a receiver 

type 940 -3, for example, the NZ P&T bought a number of HROs made in 1940 and covering 3 

wavebands vis LF, MF and HF. They were bought on stock using the same numbering system 

similarly.   The RCA AR77E became Receiver type 1043 AW [all wave]. 

Meanwhile back to the Receivers.  Collier and Beale commenced production of the Receiver 

Type 938SWB ,the first of several versions of a receiver that established a very good 

reputation for performance and reliability.  Production figures were not high with some orders 

being only for 1 to 2 items but total production over 1938-1943 did reach 152, give or take a 

few that somehow we have no records of.  It appears that the production runs of 1 or 2 sets  in 

those early times was not going to satisfy demands but the company was producing many types 

of Receivers and Transmitters and associated equipment at this time.  NZ P&T dept during this 

period were importing quite large quantities of receivers such as Marconi CSR5s and RCA 

AR77Es to name but two types.  
 

The details of the separate orders follow.   NZ P&T allocated an individual serial number with 

the order so the maker could properly identify the sets. 

Each set was allocated this number from the Radio Section serial number book and these 

numbers came from a register which included many other types of equipment as well so the 

receiver numbers are not all consecutive. 
 

938SWB  93 to 96  =4 

938SWB  -----  =1 

939SWB  203 and 204 =2 

940SWB  212  =1 

941SWB  224  =1 

941SWB  333-338  =6 

941SWB  469-495  =26 Coast Station sets. see text. 

941SWB  594-605  =12 

941SWB-2 606-609  =4 2 denotes extra coil box 1.5 – 2.5 MHz. 

941SWB  789-812  =24 

941SWB  981-1030 =49 

941SWB-2 1031-1054 =23. 
 

Also to confuse the issue I have a report of #215 which is not in the list.  This list is made up 

from the manufacturer’s production schedule, schematic diagrams and parts lists.  The sets all 

had I.D.labels on the front panel and additionally the details were printed on the face of each 

coil graph.  It was important to keep coils with their receiver as there were some small 

differences with batches of coil boxes and of course the coils were peaked and calibrated to 

that set. 

Receivers were supplied with a Schematic diagram and parts list, no other data, and it is noted 

that some parts list show printing dates of late in 1943 indicating that the 941 was in 

production for at least two years.  All the receivers were supplied with 3 coils except those 

shown with the extra coil.  Coil units covered 2.5 – 5MHz,   5 -10MHz and 10 – 20MHz. 

The circuitry of all versions of these sets is very conventional and there are no special 

components, they use 2 RF and 2 IF stages using 6K7 tubes with a 6L7 mixer driven by a 6C5 
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oscillator.  They were designed for CW operation so do not have AGC, also because they were 

designed for headphone use they used a low power Audio stage.  A 6R7 detector and 1st Audio 

and a 6C5 Audio output fed to 600 ohm output jacks for phones and terminals for connection 

to a line.  Maximum output was approx 50 mW.  Operation was intended to be off a station 

common battery system of 6v DC and 180v DC to give reliable no- break power, so 

consequently there is no dedicated AC power supply for them.  They were supplied in 19 inch 

[475 mm] standard rack size.  On the front of the coil boxes was a full length calibration graph 

which was very easy and accurate to use.  The sets serial number was also printed here. 
 

The 938 SWB Receiver. 

This receiver is unique in this series as it has a quite different coil box system to the other 

variations that follow. The coil boxes are somewhat similar to the HRO but in heavier gauge 

brass These are mounted to a 3mm Aluminium front panel and when in position in the receiver 

are completely enclosed by a cast aluminium box which provide the guidance to engage the 

finger contacts.  Overall length of the 938 coil box is 25mm less than the later Cast Aluminium 

units in the 941s.  The front panel of the 938 is of Aluminium 0.25 inch thick [approx 6.5mm] 

whereas the panel for the later 941 is steel, reinforced with a fold at top and bottom.  They 

were all supplied in black wrinkle finish paint.  A four section Aluminium casting is used as 

the coil box for all later sets.  Its location is guided by two heavy brass mountings with slots 

milled to mate with an extension on the coil box closure panel.  It may be that there were 

problems with the mechanical alignment of the coil drawer variations as sets examined show 

lots of use of the file and other tools; there are also a large number of thin brass washers fitted 

to the spacers to adjust the mechanical alignment. 
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Also there are no less than 4 different types of contact fingers noted which are very thin and 

have much lighter contact pressure than the HRO’s contact. There is also a different thickness 

of the bakelite contact biscuit in the coil boxes on some batches.  In all these sets a long square 

section Perspex rod carries the contacts. 

The 938 has the BFO pitch and IF selectivity controls accessible from the front panel by 

extended shafts from the rear of the chassis and uses rotary switches for the power and BFO 

whereas later models use toggle switches.  The 938 uses a variable capacitor for BFO pitch 

whereas later models use a potentiometer across a section of the coil for control. My 938 

originally had variable selectivity but the IF transformer is missing and a replacement is 

proving difficult so a standard transformer is fitted with a dummy control meanwhile.  The 

original system used a small variable capacitor to vary the coupling between primary and 

secondary of the 1
st
 IF transformer.  This system did provide a degree of selectivity control but 

also a large change in gain and was discontinued later. 

These sets [all versions] were very popular with the Ham Radio fraternity in the 60s so many 

and varied were the modifications carried out.  To list a few only:  Built in power supplies, 

Noise limiters, Voltage regulators fitted, “S” Meters, Product detectors, a range of different RF 

tubes fitted and one set even has a calibrated dial running off the left end of the gang. 

The modification of fitting AGC and a more powerful output stage is a must if the owner 

desires to use the set on the short wave AM bands. A set without AGC is a difficult device to 

use.  Of the 4 variations of these sets that I have, only one did not need a full strip down and 

rebuild.  The rebuilds have included getting two panels [one Aluminium] containing 6 extra 

holes up to 2 inches diameter filled, welded then milled flat. 
 

Types 939SWB and Type 940SWB,  

I have not located or seen either of these models.  The schedule only lists 3 of them made. 
 

The Prototype. 

In my search for the variations I came across and obtained one that can only be described as a 

factory prototype. It has an originally painted Green Wrinkle finish 0.25 inch aluminium panel 

[same colour as some C&B Marine equipment] and it has the cast aluminium coil boxes with 

slight differences to the later 941 types. It has a very different way of showing the calibration 

on the coil box graph.  The tuning meter in the top right has flattened the wrinkle paint - the 

same as the rest of the controls, so was put there at manufacture although I have had to replace 

it.  It also has a built in 230v supply with all parts and wire the same as rest of set. The only 

clue to the transformer fitting is that the mounting holes are drilled not punched.  Further, it did 

not have any holes drilled in the rear chassis for filter box or terminals, only holes for the 

power lead and antenna input.  This set has AGC and a power output stage and unlike all other 

variations it has a single untapped winding for the Aerial input on the coils hence has only 4 

contacts instead of the usual 5.  This set arrived with 6SK7 RF tubes which looked like a later 

mod. Strangely the makers label has never been punched and the set details are not written on 

the coil box graphs. Some of the panel labels were originally made for other equipment, turned 

over and re-engraved MVC –AVC and Audio Gain to suit this set.  I consider this set a 

prototype as it would not have been let out of the factory during wartime with no I.D.   The 

factory probably produced several prototypes. 
 

The 941SWB  / 941SWB-2. 
 

Changes were made at various times during the production schedules, these may be NZ P&T 

initiated or C&B, without seeing the orders we will never know however notable among the 

changes were the following.  The variable selectivity system was replaced by connecting the 

plate of the mixer and grid of the 1
st
 IF tubes to taps on the first IF transformer windings.  The 
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early Full Wave detector circuit was gradually changed to half wave - this freed up a diode 

anode so we could fit AGC which was handy. 

I have annotated sets #469 - 495 as Coast Station Sets. This is my classification as these sets 

appear to have extra earthing at the ends of the gang and all appear to have the “Low radiation” 

BFO.  This is a small sub chassis containing all the BFO components.. The BFO is mounted 

very close to the Aerial input circuitry and some cross coupling was likely.  BFO harmonics 

creating beats in other receivers via common aerials is not wanted in any busy station.  It is 

noted that the sub chassis construction was used on some later production runs also.  As 

mentioned, a lot of this batch did end up in P&T coast stations but by intent or accident? 

Later batches of 941s had a trimmer fitted across the Aerial input section of the gang; this was 

a very useful change. On realignment, the trimmer inside the coil box is peaked in the usual 

way but the front panel trimmer needs to be set to half mesh before this is carried out.  There 

was at least one set that was supplied set up for either crystal or Variable Frequency control. In 

this example the mixer tube was changed from a 6L7 to a 6K8 with the triode section used as 

the crystal oscillator, this set, [# no 1000] was supplied fitted with AGC and a high power 

output stage.  Later in the production of the 941 the brass makers label was changed to an 

engraved black bakelite label which was frequently glued on to the panel. 

At the rear of the chassis of all 941s an elongated metal filter box was fitted, this contained two 

low pass filters in the LT and HT lines to suppress any RF interference signals carried on the 

supply lines. The power input terminals were fitted to the rear of this enclosure. 
 

Samples of schematic diagrams are included in this article. Over the full time of production 

there were only very slight changes made. 
 

Performance: 

These sets although very basic had a very good performance although optimised for CW or 

MCW.  They will meet or exceed a sensitivity of better than 2 uV terminated for a 10 db signal 

to noise ratio on any frequency from 2.5 to 20 MHz.  The output at this signal strength was 

originally not less than 50 mW in 600 ohms but with the AGC and power audio stage 

modification this increases to not less than 500 mW. These figures equate favourably with 

equipment in general manufacture at that time.  Frequency drift with warm up, a problem with 

many Receivers is minimised in the 941 because critical oscillator components are located 

away from major sources of heat. 
 

Due to the somewhat compressed nature of this item a full sized version with additional 

original source information will be posted on our website at www.nzvrs.pl.net/aaa/NZHRO 
 

 
Photo of the 938 SWB # 95. 
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TRADE ME TRIODE # 5 
 
Greetings to you all once again, Trade Me “Punters”, “Shunters”, 
“Grunters” and good old fashioned (take all you can eat and still do 
nothing!) “Billy Bunters”.  It’s great to be back and it seems like 
only a matter of a few fleeting weeks since my last report to you all, 
but to my amazement I see that by the time you will be reading this 
it has been in fact closer to 6 months, since we last shared the fickle 
nuances of TradeMe-- the internet’s version of a kind-of radio 
collectibles; “Best Bets”! 
Boy oh Boy - you folks out there in “Wireless Wonderland” never cease to amaze do you? 
Because examples of the dizzying heights of rarity, frenzied bidding activity and near “world 
records” in “Watcher Hits” (those “sticky beakers” - captivated by the arm-chair ease of 
watching battle ensue, whilst at the same time keeping the smile on their Bank Managers faces 
and their collective pride, dignity and aahhh “reputations”? intact!!). They have all kept the 
world of the Trade Me radio collectible alive and well.  Whilst recently there hasn’t been the 
constant succession of “classy collectibles” of previous months ‘coming through’ on Trade Me, 
enough examples of rarity (and rubbish?) stealth (and stupidity?) “I know what I’m doing” (or 
“WHAT was I thinking?”) have provided fine entertainment for us all. 
So — strap yourselves in and hold on tight (a little like a ‘drive-by’ tour of Kings Cross after 
dark I’m told! I said — “I’m told!!) as I take you (breathless) on a ride through the corridors of 
“Fiscal Folly”, “Dollar Delirium”, “Five - Hundred Dollar Horror” and “Brutal Bargaining” 
and on down those by now familiar streets of TradeMe — “Rarity Road”, “Stupidity Street”, 
“Whingers Way”, “Politeness Place” and of course, plain old - “Peasant Crescent”. 
First up - from The Triode’s “Defribullator Required” Dept, an astonishing, 18 -radio, “Job 
Lot” that included such brands as Courtney, Murphy, Grundig, Neeco, Skyscraper, Ecko and 
Philco. Lots of old radios — “Take the Lot!!” the vendor begged. Some radios were scarcely 
visible at all in the few pics provided (‘edge of roof’- only shots and side-on, or end-on pics 
were commonplace) – no pics facing into the radios from behind were on offer — all radios 
were from the 1940’s or 1950’s – and I must humbly confess dear reader - a dirtier/ dustier-
looking “mish/mash” of an offering would one struggle to find. The Triodes T.A.B (That’s 
Absolute Bollocks) Dept has this one Odds-on, at 500:1  A ‘No Takers’ auction - a “sure fire, 
Dead- Cert. safe” bet. Easy Money -- !! ----- REALLY??  Watcher “Hits”? — 219. 
Reserve: $500!!! (Gulp!!) “That folks, was the finely reproduced sound of four blood-thinning 
tablets I just swallowed”. Bidders: 1 (and One bid was all it took). At an absolutely amazing 
$27.77 each! slam (j?)dunk! one bid-$500, reserve met - GONE ! ---“all over Casanova”!  
More than one good man retired to bed, emotions bled and scratching head!!??? (Yes?)  
Whew! Can this one EVER be ‘beat’ one asks?  
Vendor obituary: (Died laughing on way to Bank?) 
Ok----Back down to “Planet Normal”. Five New-in-box Kenrad 01A’s, (Shouldered, ‘ST’- 
type envelope) all tested GOOD! A “boxing match” between two keen lads saw just one take 
the Gold Medal, emerging victorious and $161 “lighter”. So at just $32 (and some change) 
each for these highly sought-after tubes (a full, 5v - set component lot!) – a bargain, surely! 
Mischievous 1956 -1966 La Gloria “Imps” — a pair of them on (separate) offer this time. 
One resplendent in “Mint Green”, the other in polished “Burgundy/Maroon”. The ‘Minty’ 
unfortunately wasn’t (mint) and likely, because of its cracked roof, fetched just $52.25. The 
Burgundy, sold on a previous T/Me auction for $181 to a non-paying “out of country” bidder, 
but reading the comments posted on the non-payers auctions, perhaps he had very good reason 
to default (that having been said, the time, hassle AND cost to the vendor, as he himself stated, 
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is obvious). Bidder:-ASK questions, communicate with the vendor if there’s even a sniff of an 
issue! That’s what the “Ask seller a question” feature is for! SELLER: CHECK the feedback 
posted about your bidders. The real stories are there to read. Mr Maroon “Imp” fetched a 
somewhat expected $184, 2

nd
 time around. 

1933 Majestic Cathedral. STEADY team! NOT the coveted, Majestic Model 330A Gothic 
Round-Top, but a Model 520. Described as a Battery-to-AC conversion with “hundreds” of 
dollars spent in so-doing — (some would ask: Why would you? Others would ‘doff the 
Holmberg’ at the restorers dedication to their task). A $1 reserve radio, not for the purist by any 
means but someone wanted a working, classic-looking cathedral radio enough to pay $465 - 
and did! 
A Pye. (no peas with this one folks) A 1954, 5v, Model 5M4 “Clipper”, in Pastel Green. 
These in their coloured livery (like their Bell ‘Colt’, La Gloria ’Imp’ and Philco ‘Alabama’ 
plastic cousins) just continue to hold their present values and this Pye (“gobbled-up” for $249) 
was no exception. 
A 1933/34 Philco Cathedral, Model 18. The Model 18 chassis in this particular cabinet 
styling by Philco (the largest producer of Cathedral radios in history) and from their solid 1933 
range, is seldom seen in NZ collections. A big, powerful, console-type chassis (8 valves with 
Push-Pull type 42 output) and its bonus; a Shadow-meter feature, appeared to be largely 
original but its Power Transformer was a replacement. A Re-finished cabinet with perhaps un-
original grille-cloth and certainly, unoriginal knobs, might well have been the reason it drew a 
high bid of “just” $200 - failing to meet its reserve of $375. The favourable comments it drew 
on auction, despite it’s less than fully-desirable condition, justified its standing as a rare 
offering indeed. 
A Jensen Speaker. - or should I say A Jensen Speaker, a Model M-20. This colossal (13 ½ 
inch — that’s 34 cms!!) unit was described as being in: “original condition and working”. Built 
in approx. 1940 by The Jensen Radio Mfg Co, Chicago, Illinois, USA, this beautiful example 
from one of radios finest speaker manufacturers, was offered (once again) for $2,500 !!  
No reserve/ No takers. 
From The Triode’s “Things you didn’t know, you didn’t know” Dept — Did you know that 
the founding father of the Jensen Radio Mfg Co and the great man at its helm, Mr Jens Jensen, 
was “recruited” by the Directors of Radio Corp of NZ Ltd in late 1939 or early 1940 to design 
the speaker system for what was, post-production, claimed to be the World’s first, domestic, 
calibrated, Band-Spread radio (it in fact wasn’t); the Columbus Radio Model 75. “The Triode” 
owns a coloured brochure (1940/41 vintage) which proudly shows off the Danish/US Mr 
Jensen’s photo and a large olive green speaker for the Columbus Model 75 and describes (in 
part) Mr Jensen’s visit; thus - (Quote:) “By a happy co-incidence, Columbus was able to 
approach him (Mr Jensen) with a business offer, which finally decided his coming to this 
country. So it was, that one of the worlds’ leading technicians in the sphere of loudspeaker 
design spent three years in New Zealand and established in the Columbus factory, the plant, 
equipment and staff required for the production of High Fidelity loud speakers. The quality 
reproduction achieved by Model 75, is testimony, more eloquent than any words, to Mr 
Jensen’s superb work.” (unquote).  Great aye!!  
From The Triode’s — “You’re (ALMOST) there — with a Crosley.” Dept 
From Oct. 1929 a Crosley Type M-45 “Dynacoil” extension speaker with attractive ‘Lightning 
Bolt” speaker grille motif. On offer (again) this speaker was sold some months ago on 
TradeMe and at the time was stated (in answer to questions on line) as being “in original 
condition” — it wasn’t. The rim of this speaker had been replaced. (As-original, these had an 
ornate, patterned moulding, made from the delicate “brittle as pie-crust with time” the so called 
“muck-metal”). This speaker had clearly had this outer trim broken and replaced. The Triode 
has seen only three such speakers (over time) here in NZ and all three have miraculously had 
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their original muck-metal trim survive. Not surprisingly, this one attracted just a single bid and 
sold for just $50. 
From The Triode’s “Watch these ‘puppies’ bound out the Door.” Dept  
Tubes!! — plenty of ‘em!! — all New - Un-opened and in their original Boxes. 12 x Philco 
26’s (NICE!!), 8 x RCA 57’s, 4 x Kenrad 56’s and 1 x RCA 56. At just $5 each, (“Barking” 
mad??) — these ‘puppies’ veritably “flew” out the door — WHOOOOOOSH! — Gone!! 
A Stunning bunch of Five: A Superb offering and in Superb condition, all.  
A 1937 Zenith, Model 6v 6S-128, A 1936, 7v Radion “Daventry”, A 1936 A.K P456 Table 
Model, A 1932/33 AWA (Wooden) Radiola TRF, Model C 94 and the Crème-De La Crème of 
this auction, the rare, the huge 1934, A.K. Model 447, 7v table Model. With 676 “Watcher 
Hits” and just 4 bidders saw these sell for a creditable $866. (that’s $173 each) for 5 really 
nice, well-presented, genuine collectibles. 
From the Triode’s “Mmmm, - Weird that!! --- Go Figure!” Dept 
A rather rare, 1937 Philips Model 352A NINE valve, S.Het. (NB This one looks quite like the 
often encountered, Philips Model 351A, but is a much “beefier” radio). Up on Trade Me it 
goes, $60 Reserve - Vendor declares: “Has rear cardboard back, but No Power cord and has 
been a home for mice among the newspaper wrapping inside” — Mmmm.!! No takers/Passed 
in. Immediately it’s tried again—“Up she goes” — but THIS time, with a reserve of $150.” 
“Bl----y expensive these dead rodents, ‘ole boy, aye wot”!! Result? — No takers/Passed in. 
Ahhh, ok!!    
Now here’s a bit of a surprise.  Remember when we popped into our local 2

nd
 hand shop and 

looked anxiously for those handsome wooden Cathedrals and Art Deco –styled Table models 
— how many WALNUT BROWN, Bell ‘Colts’, Philco ‘Alabamas’--- AND -- Mullard Model 
515 “Meteors” did we pass by, yawn and say to ourselves, “Brrrr!!—another common ‘ole 
plastic mantel — Pass!!” Well, maybe we’ll pass no longer. A Walnut-Brown Mullard 
“Meteor”, missing its Mullard Badge and knobs and described as not working — recently up 
and “winging its way across the TradeMe Sky” attracted just three bidders. Two NZ bidders 
out-gunned the sole Aussie hopeful and the winner parting company with an amazing $209.55 
for this tiniest (tinny-est?) of Bakelite mantels. Ahhh, but the Triode has learned that many feel 
it likely, that this wee one will ultimately crash to earth in a shower of sparks, bakelite (and 
dollars) in Australia anyway. 
 

Finally — and Very, Very, tongue in cheek:  On a number of occasions, The Triode has stated: 
“I’m not a betting person” — well, “by the laces on Sweet Sally’s Scarlet Skating Shoes” --- 
I’m ssssssssseriously considering revising all of that! Remember at the beginning of this report 
at the close of our first offering; (a $500, 18-lot “mish/mash” radio ensemble of dubious 
distinction) I posed the question: “Dear Reader, can this EVER be topped?” - well, “DON’T 
turn out the lights yet Martha!!” I think that it just has been!   Ponder this: With Eyeballs 
extended, such as to rival those of a hungry Praying Mantis, my eyes fairly BURST from their 
sockets as I read in utter disbelief, what I knew must surely be a dream. Here they were — an 
almost perfect facsimile of the afore-mentioned $500 an 18-lot “Mish/Mash” 1940’s/50’s radio 
auction — but — “Land Snakes Alive Martha, can this be REAL??” This time -- ONE 
HUNDRED OF EM !!  “Yes Mr Triode Sir, it’s REAL” said a dim, inner voice, I recognised 
as my own - “count those noughts”!! 100x 1940’s and 1950’s radios on offer. Stated as some 
having borer in various stages (Brrrr!) and at least 20 with Power Cords cut — “WHY NOT 
ALL OF ‘EM?” yelled that same inner voice! Wearing the skin off my forefinger, I frantically 
scrolled the ‘intelli-mouse’ downward, gathering speed - eager to see if it was indeed only I 
who was witnessing this 1940’s “radio stampede” and then gasped awe-struck as I saw it — 
NEARLY SEVEN HUNDRED WATCHER “HITS” --- it truly wasn’t a dream!! -- many, 
many others were clearly struck down with “Mantis-eye-tis”!!   With heart in my mouth (and 
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hands clapped firmly across them --- my heart and my mouth that is!!) — I fled to the 
sanctuary of the loo - scarcely daring to comprehend the outcome.   
More awaited: Eager to see how the bidding would go near “the death” — I returned with a 
colleague (Jim Beam) to witness the final crush in the stampede. I was not disappointed. 
Alarmingly, I recognised the winner from the “18 Lot, mish/mash” debacle of some 10 days or 
so previous, again frantically going “Bid/Bid/Bid!! — “Oh No”!! cried that same inner voice, 
as the bids ratcheted on up over $300!! and the “Watcher Hits” left the SEVEN HUNDRED 
mark in their wake!  On a night like this — “A quarter to eight, is too Bl-----dy late” the inner 
voice reminded me and mercifully, the winner actually stopped bidding at FOUR HUNDRED 
(AND FIVE) dollars!! — beating out “Mr $500” winner of the previous 18 lot Mish/Mash 
auction by a scant $5 --- Whew !!  I discussed the auction’s proceedings in detail for some time 
with Mr Beam, but my recollections of that conversation are now somewhat hazy.  Oh well!! 
 
Relating to the above but on a somewhat serious note, it simply just goes to show then that 
aside from what we know to be true about “ones man’s trash being another man’s treasure” 
there are those folk out there that for whatever rhyme, reason or rationale, are quite prepared to 
contest (and PAY) serious money for items that may possibly leave many of us in shock 
pondering; “WHY on earth? How can those radio items POSSIBLY be ‘worth’ THAT amount 
of money?”   What information does this then impart to those of us who belong to the “Stunned 
Mullet” genre? Dare I say it fine folk; it imparts, I believe, two things — I think it tells us that 
the problem here lies in the real meaning (to some) of the word “worth” and that when applied 
to radios (or radio collectibles’) “worth” is simply what one person, at one point in time, is 
prepared to pay for it (for whatever reason)! So “worth” then becomes a ‘constant variable’ and 
so forms only a guideline as to what a radio collectible’s “value” might be - and this is 
arguably the best “certainty” we can derive from a radio sale. In many cases though, for 
example the one related above this “end of the equation” is historically, more the exception 
than the rule.  It says also I believe that As is the case with the often ‘white-hot’ bidding arena 
of our bigger, more global cousin E-Bay, surprise and non-conformity on TradeMe is really 
(becoming?) the absolute norm — ie: learn to expect the unexpected.  
This in itself, I believe, is actually a good thing, as it provides variety, opportunity and Oh Yes 
Sir it certainly provides for great entertainment!  But in my humble view there’s another angle 
which for me, is more important.  Whatever we think of the “worth”, collectability and indeed, 
the desirability of some of these radio items offered up on TradeMe, their preservation delivers 
on a promise made by certain ‘Caretakers of radios history” when an amazing 34 years ago, the 
NZVRS’s first steering committee made a declaration and commitment to its membership that 
still holds true today.  In late 1979 a committee (chaired by Society founder and inaugural 
NZVRS Bulletin Editor; the late John Stokes) appointed as our first President Des Wright who, 
in his first message to the (then tiny) membership in Vol 1 # 1 NZVRS Bulletin of May 1980, 
spoke of the need for the preservation of early radio equipment.  In each and every NZVRS 
Bulletin since late 1980 is written beneath the bold type of our masthead at the top of page 2, 
that same declaration which first appeared in Vol 1 # 3 NZVRS Bulletin of November 1980, 
giving us a reason why we salvage and PRESERVE all those radio items we do (including 
“$500 mish/mash 1940’s/50’s, Job lots”!!) Perhaps it’s worthwhile our re-reading the top of 
page 2 from time to time and by so-doing I think that in those words our question as to “WHY 
on earth?” is answered and is answered very well. 
 
Until next time; Keep those Triodes Warm folks! 
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First UK – NZ 2 way communication 90 Years Ago 
 

90 years ago on 18 October 1924 Frank Bell in Shag Valley, Otago and Cecil Goyder in 

London made the world’s first two way communication between New Zealand and the UK. 

The communication was in Morse and on wavelength of approximately 92 meters. 

Frank Bell (born 1896) was the son of a sheep farmer run holder Alfred Bell who was 

interested in science (possibly more than sheep) and was reputed to have had an early 

telephone connection between two of the farms cottages.  Alfred also made a crystal set and 

this sparked an interest in wireless communication in both his son and older daughter Brenda 

(born 1891).  During the First World War Frank served as a gunner in France and Belgium 

until invalided home in 1917.  While recuperating at home, his interest in radio was rekindled, 

Morse was learnt and soon a shortwave station was set up in an outbuilding. A considerable 

aerial was constructed and in April 1923 he made the NZ’s first two way communication with 

Australia.  In September 1924, a new North American record set with communication between 

Shag Valley and Wallace Magner 6BCP in San Pedro.  Then on October 18 1924 the record 

was further broken with the UK-NZ communication. 

As a result of his efforts and fame he was elected in his absence to the executive committee of 

the International Amateur Radio Union on its formation in Paris in 1925 and attended (with 

Goyder) the first RSGB Convention on 3 February 1926 at the Waldorf Hotel.  However it 

seems at this point Frank’s interest in things radio began to wane as he turned his attention to 

running the family farm.  Brenda however took over the amateur station, becoming New 

Zealand's first female amateur radio operator, one of the first in the world. In 1927 she also 

became the first New Zealander to contact South Africa.  

Brenda and Frank Bell spent most of their lives on the family farm. Brenda died in Dunedin on 

10 August 1979, aged 87, shortly after being presented with a QSM.  

Frank spent the last four years of his life in a retirement home in Auckland and died in the 

Argyle Hospital in Herne Bay on 18 August 1987, aged 91. Both had made a significant 

contribution towards the development of radio as a means of international communication. 

 

Cecil Goyder also was a interesting character becoming interested in radio in 1915 while living 

in the USA.  In 1920 he was in England at the Mill Hill School using mattress springs for 

aerials and army surplus equipment to make a transmitter.  One Sunday using the school’s 

wireless in the science laboratory he worked five amateurs in US and Canada.  In 1923 he 

worked the far west of the USA and the Byrd Arctic Expedition.  He presented papers on 

frequency stability at the RSGB 1927 conference and after getting his BSc. in London, Goyder 

worked for a time in Paris for Standard Telephones and Cables.  In 1935 he joined the BBC’s 

Technical Research Division.  In 1936 the Indian Government asked Lord Reith to lend them 

‘a man’ to build the Indian broadcasting system and Goyder undertook the task. Over the next 

10 years, as engineer-in-chief, he built 15 stations, some of them short wave. He was appointed 

CBE in 1946 on his return from India.  

Cecil died on February 6 1980 aged 74 in Princetown, New Jersey following a car accident. He 

had lived in the US for the previous 30 years as the first communications officer of the UN. He 

had accompanied American generals at the outbreak of war in Korea, advising them on radio 

communication. After his retirement in 1971 he was asked by BOAC to supervise the 

installation of their first passenger computer, doing so with such success that the system was 

sold to Japan Airlines.  In 1988 Sir Robert Telford CBE (President of the Marconi Company) 

unveiled a commemorative plaque in the Science School of Mill Hill School recognising Cecil 

Goyder’s achievements.  
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MARKETPLACE 
Advertisements for the next bulletin 
should reach the editor by the 15

th
 of the 

prior month. These must be neatly hand 
printed, typed or printed on a separate 
page, posted to the NZVRS (for details see 

page 2) or emailed to nzvrs@pl.net   
Please - no verbal or telephoned adverts, 
also don’t forget to include some contact 
details; eg postal, telephone & email if 
applicable. There is no charge for 
members’ adverts but please remember 
that the NZVRS is not responsible for any 
transactions between members. 
 

AVAILABLE 
 

Valve Cartons – plain white flat packs 
• Small size $12 per 100 
• GT size $12 per 100 
• Medium size $15 per 100 
• Large size $25 per 100 

NZ & Oz supplied, contact Paul for post 
and package charges per order. 
Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West, 
Christchurch 8023.  
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0236 1748 
Email: dawn.lloyd@clear.net.nz  
 

Society Sales: 
NZVRS CAPACITORS for sale to 
NZVRS NZ members only please order 
via Bryan Powell, 279 Spur Road, RD3, 
Silverdale,  0993.   
Tel: 09 - 44 22 514 or 029 415 5119  
Email, . bapowell@xtra.co.nz   
 

Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF): 
0.001 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.002 630 volts  50 cents each 
0.01 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.022 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.033 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.05 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.1 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.22 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.33 630 Volts 50 cents each 
1uF 400 Volts $1.00 each 
Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial 

10µF  450 Volts $1.50 each 
20µF 450 Volts $2.00 each 
40µF 450 Volts $3.00 each 
47uF 450 Volts $3.50 each 
100µF 450 Volts $5.00 each 
Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)  
MES & Bayonet   50c each 
 

Additional specials while stocks last: 
Box of 10, globular 12volt, 250mA MES 
lamps at $2 per box. 
0.1uF 630 Volt (tangential leads), 20c each 
0.1 uF 1200 V (axial leads) plastic film, 
20c each 
0.02uF 250 Volt disc ceramic capacitors  
10 for $1.00 

Please add $3.50 per order for P&P. 
---------------------------------------------------- 

 
 

Power plugs (Tilley white plastic type 
with unprotected brass pins as pictured 
above) available at 50 cents each plus $4 
post and package per set of 4 (ie $6 for set 
of 4, posted to an NZ address).   
KTW62 valves (actually VR100 10E/278 
or 6U7 GT, CV1100) NOS $1 each 
collected club nights or $15 for packs of 5 
P&P inclusive. Quantity limited and may 
be rationed per member.  
Contact the NZVRS Secretary Paul 
Woodcock, 2 Levy Road, Glen Eden, 
Auckland 0602. 
Email: paul.woodcock@opus.co.nz  

------------------------------------------------- 
All Society Sales cheques to be made out 

to the “NZVRS” and crossed "Not 

Transferable" please. Direct banking 

options are also available to the NZVRS 

ASB bank account – see bottom of page 

inside front cover of this bulletin. 
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AVAILABLE 
 

For Sale. Collection of over 30 valve-type 
vintage communication receivers; includes 
RCA AR-77, HRO (with full set of coils),  
Hammarlund, Hallicrafters, Eddystone 
640, 680X, 840, EC10 mk2, Marconi 
CR100/B28, Meissner ' Traffic Master' (v 
rare), Hagenuck UE-12 marine radio, etc. 
For more information please contact John 
Walker ZL3IB, ph 03-3489 084 or email 
<john.zl3ib@ihug.co.nz>. 
 

Wanted 
Hioki OL-64D multimeter wanted (in good 
condition).  
Contact Jeff King 03-342 8605 (a.h) or 
Email:  jeff.king@taitradio.com 
 
Hi David. I have two PYE PZ92 chassis 
(about 1955) and no cabinets. Can you put 
this picture in the next bulletin and see 
what is out there. Thanks, Albert Cross. 
albert.cross@ihug.co.nz 
 

 
 

MILITARY  AUCTION  SALE 
26th – 27th OCTOBER 2014  Auction. 

www.militaria.co.nz 
The 29th Militaria Auction will be held in 
Wellington over Labour weekend on 
Sunday 26th - Monday 27th October 2014. 
Note the viewing times on Saturday from 
6pm to 9pm – Sunday 7am to 9am – 
Monday 8am to 9am.  The auction starts 
9am Sunday and Monday. 
Ted hopes that within the 1833 lots you 
will find items of interest. For the military  

 
vehicle and radio collectors we have a 
special section with 130 varied lots 
starting at lot 812 until 942. 
If you cannot attend you can bid as a postal 
bidder. “Postal Bidding” Forms can be 
downloaded and your bids including your 
signature can be emailed to 
rogersmb@xtra.co.nz , faxed to 04 388 
8464 or by post to PO Box 14699, 
Kilbirnie, Wellington, 6241.  Please note 
that post can take 6 working days to reach 
us. 
Please ensure you read our “Conditions of 
Sale”. 
Contact: Ted Rogers,  Mob: 027 441 9683 
Email: rogersmb@xtra.co.nz 

 

 
 

An excerpt from the infamous Goon Show; 
“What brings you here Neddy?” 

“I’ve come for my peace of mind.” 

“You’re too early. It hasn’t arrived yet, 

  you see!”
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